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Australia-UK FTA
to change farm
labour
requirements
South-East Asian residents to be offered new farm work visa in order to
fill gap likely to be left by British backpackers
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Can it be delivered?
Farmers Federation (NFF), insists it will
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Nationals deputy leader and minister for
agriculture, David Littleproud, confirmed
the visa would be available before the end
of the year, saying; "I have an undertaking
from the Prime Minister as a condition of
my support, and the

We have to do this, this is a critical thing
for agriculture,” Simson told the ABC.
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They're not alone — citizens from Sweden,
Littleproud clarified the visa would have
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different conditions to the pacific labour

(AFPA) has welcomed the announcement

and SWP schemes.

of a dedicated seasonal agriculture worker
visa, with chief executive Michael Rogers
highlighting the importance of seasonal
labour.

However, Rogers said visa conditions
similar to those in the SWP would be ideal.
“These conditions would ensure there are
adequate protections for visa holders and
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fresh produce are filled by visa holders, a

noted Rogers.

growing number of these are returning
workers from the Pacific and Australians,
but overwhelmingly these roles are filled
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said Rogers.
The AFPA has previously called for a

will also enable visa holders to return year

temporary migrants play in the
horticulture industry and reducing
reliance on the Working Holiday Maker
(WHM) or backpacker scheme.

Asians to come on down for the same
treatment. It's shameless, stupid, and
immoral.
"Mr Littleproud claims Australians 'can't
be incentivised to have a crack at these
jobs.' Absolute garbage. Every day
Australians wake up and do much tougher
and more unpleasant jobs than fruit
picking,” continued Walton.
"They can be incentivised to do those jobs
with decent pay and conditions that
protect them from abuse. If the
government goes ahead with this

and returning workforce.”
The peak industry body for vegetables,
Ausveg, has also welcomed the
announcement, saying it would; “provide a
wider pool of workers available to
Australian agriculture from the UK and
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Walton said much of the labour shortfall
on farms could be made up quickly by
providing Australian-standard wages and
protections.
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programme, designed to enable tourists to
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vulnerable Southeast Asian workers

travel and work in Australia. While this
has been invaluable to the industry to
date in filling a critical labour gap, the
introduction of the seasonal agriculture
worker visa would enable the WHM
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without adequate rights and protections,”
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AWU raises concerns

Uncertainty remains for Australian
farmers as to how the visa will be
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